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are all Dirichlet -series (Borwein and Borwein 1987, p. 289).

Hecke (1936) found a remarkable connection between each modular for

and the Dirichlet -series

This Dirichlet series converges absolutely for
(if is a
form. In particular, if the coefficients
satisfy the multiplicative prop

then the Dirichlet -series will have a representation of the form

which is absolutely convergent with the Dirichlet series (Apostol 1997, pp
integer, then
can be analytically continued beyond the line
su
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, then
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,

where
3.

is an entire function of ,
is analytic for all except a single simple pole at

is the gamma function, and
satisfies

(Apostol 1997, p. 137).

The number theoretic character
is called primitive if the j-conductor
primitive -series modulo is then defined as one for which
is pr
expressed in terms of primitive -series.

Let
or
, where are distinct odd primes. Then there
with real coefficients. The requirement of real coefficients restricts the n
all and . The three type are then
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2. If
3. If
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(e.g.,
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, 24, ...), there are two primitive -series.
, or
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, 6, 9, ...), there are n

(Zucker and Robertson 1976). All primitive -series are algebraically inde
to

Primitive -series of these types are denoted

. For a primitive -serie
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, then there is a primitive function of each type (Zucker an
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The Kronecker symbol
is a real number theoretic character modu
real primitive number theoretic character mod (Ayoub 1963). Therefo

where

is the Kronecker symbol (Borwein and Borwein 1987, p. 293

For primitive values of , the Kronecker symbols are periodic with perio
sums, each of which can be expressed in terms of the polygamm

The functional equations for

are

(Borwein and Borwein 1986, p. 303).
For

a positive integer

where and
are rational numbers. Nothing general appears to be kn
although it is possible to express all
in terms of known transcende
can be expressed in terms of transcendentals by

where

is the class number and

No general forms are known for
several examples of special cases of

and for

are given by

is the Dirichlet structure consta

and
in terms o
. A number of primitive series

where

is Catalan's constant,

is the trigamma function, and

Bailey and Borwein (Bailey and Borwein 2005; Bailey et al. 2006a, pp. 5 a
2008; Coffey 2008) conjectured the relation actually in effect proved by Z
(M. Coffey, pers. comm., Mar. 30, 2009) that
is also given by

where the latter expressions are due to Coffey (2008ab), with
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